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Wearable Technology – Proximity Alert Ring 
 

Overview 
Initial project of linking ring to cellular network to receive alerts was changed to 
this: to create a ring that would link with a person’s smart phone via Bluetooth. 
This ring would alert them via flashing LEDs when they were not within a certain 
range of their phone. 
 
Objectives 
Our objective for this project was to create a proximity alert ring. This was done by identifying and 
implementing five key engineering hurdles. They were implementing a Bluetooth IC with added reset 
switch, understanding and implementing an appropriate antenna, designing an app to serve as a link 
between the ring and phone, choosing a battery and understanding the power requirements of the IC 
and LEDs, and designing a casing, the ring itself, to contain all the components. 
 
Approach 
• Met with sponsor to adjust expected outcome and goal of project 
• Researched Bluetooth, antenna design, app design and refreshed knowledge on coding 
• Located an appropriate Bluetooth chipset, the BLE112, that met our antenna and power 

consumption requirements 
• Battery issue taken care of because BLE112 shipped with optimal 3.3 V lithium ion coin battery 
• Located small LED switch that had minimal current draw and could fit within ring 
• Designed in SolidWorks the ring to be printed out using the 3D printers at the Learning Factory 
• Tested battery with chipset and switch to develop estimated lifetime of ring 
• Applied for Apple license to develop app for iPhone 
• Wrote app to interact with BLE112 in ring 
• Tested app for distance and connectivity 
• Programmed BLE112 on board to activate LED switch at appropriate time 
• Tested reset switch 
• Began manufacturing chip/battery/switch piece 
• Results: a functioning app and chip wired to switch that interacted as desired, operating within 

specified power consumption and antenna range. 
 
Outcomes 
In the end we produced all the necessary components to manufacture a 
ring that links to a smartphone via an app. The ring would flash an alert 
when it became separated from the phone by 30 feet or more. It would 
continue to flash until the user was within range again or reset the ring.  
 
With some more time and perhaps with the aid of someone else from a 
different discipline, a metal ring with replaceable battery could be 
manufactured and marketed to general public, as Charles Knight, our 
sponsor, intends. 


